MORPHOLOGIE
Greek Nouns in

-us, -uos.

Cant. 1. Intr.
4. Dat. pI. -VUUt.

2.

Material

3. Nouns in -ros

1.

In Glotta 51 (1973) 228-41 I discussed the Greek u-stems. It may be
useful to devote a few more lines to the words in -vs, -vos, my type 7.
(My type 8, 6c/>pfJs etc., need no more be discussed (I)). The facts are
nowhere presented very clearly. The only separate treatment is by
W. C. GUNNERSON,History of the u-stems in Greek (Diss. Chicago 1905).
We shall consider the relation between long ar short u, the gender and
the accentuation in the oldest Greek.
While the gender and the accent are mostly known, in the other case
we are not so well informed. For the length of the u only the nominative
and accusative singular can be considered, for in the other cases u is
always short (except in the acc. pI. that has -us). Before vowel the long u,
originating from u
laryngeal, became regularly shart. Two exceptions
are known, c/> 318 bIUOS, which is a metrical licence (when used before
consonant the u must be long; d. In{7JS A.R. 4, 1428), and Res. Op. 436
8puek (Schwyzer, Gr.Gr. I, 57If3 mentions p.uwv as a gen. pI., but it is a
nom. sg.) The only case ending beginning with consonant is the dat. pI.,
which got short u from the other cases. (On -VUUt see § 4.)
This means that our material for the length of the u is very limited. It
appears that the handbooks are not very exact in this matter. While it is
mostly emphasized that u before vowel is short - which is superfluous
-, there is often no indication for the nom. acc. sg. Also it appears that
many relevant words appear only very late. Or the evidence for the
length of the u is very late. Not seldom there is contradictory evidence
which does not allow of a simple conclusion. In this case there is the

+

(I) My analysis of 8pvs (KZ 86 [1972J 36) must probably be given up. as the
oldest compounds like 8pVTO/-,OS indicate that the u was originally short.
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possibility of poetical licence (but it is not seldom hard to decide which is
the exception). Secondly there is the possibility of dialectal differences.
There is a statement of a grammarian to this extent, but we do not know
what it is worth; one hesitates to rely blindly on it. And lastly the
possibility must be considered that words were transferred from one
category to another in the course of time. If this did happen, it would
mean that in those cases where our first evidence is (very) late, it is not
sure that the quantity was the same earlier.
If we compare the cases with contradictory evidence I think we can
draw a conclusion. We have:
UT6.XVS a Eur.
it Call.
f30TpVS a Att.
it elsewhere
(according to the gramm. Moiris)
yEVVS
a Eur.
it elsewhere (also Eur.)
a hMerc.
it Bion, Call., Opp., Arat.
XEAVS
a A.P., Nic., Orph.
it A., S., E., Call.
v7JSVS
ALyVVS a Tryph.
it S., Call.
a Att.
it Pi.
luXvs
In the case of the barytona the long u seems the exception. It is probably a metrical licence (d. yEVVS in Eur.), rather than a dialectal
difference.
With the oxytona there is a remarkable difference in the Attic treatment. As this is well documented and consistently short in the first two
words and long in the last, it seems that Pindar has a metrical licence,
and that the other words got long u in later poetry.
Compare also the remarks on the separate words.
2.

I found the relevant words in GUNNERSONand the reverse indexes of
BUCK-PETERSEN(Chicago 1944, pp. 19-22) and KRETSCHMER-LoCKER.
I
left out of account the glosses, of which mostly the length of the u, the
inflection and the gender is not known.
I give a survey of the words concerned, and add a few remarks on
most of them. The nouns in -TVS are discussed later (§ 4).
[... ] does not belong to this category in the author's opinion

( ?) belongs
""""""
? open to doubt; contradictory evidence, etc.
I/ll no evidence for the length of the u
(... ) root nouns etc. not relevant here
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-VOS

II -us
AI. masculine barytona

AI. masculine barytona

Anaxandr.
Hom.
aLlI7J1TvsNie.
ap1Tvs Parth.

[V~KVS]
[aTaxvs]

5AoAvs
(}pfjvvs

efJiTVS Lye.
(?) V~KVS Hom.

(?) anfxvs Hom.
? f36TPVS Hom.
I/II Kav8vs X. aK6AAvs Pamphil.
MVs Hp. 5pVEs Hdt.

A2. masculine oxytona
a1Tq,lis Theoe.

Az. masculine oxytona

(lX(}vs)

I/II aTTaKvs LXX

BI. feminine barytona
KiKVS Hom.

aTpaq,agvs

apKvs A.
fLLfLapKvs Ar.
y~vvs Hom.
afLafLagvs Sapph.

yfjpvs Hom.
iTVS Hom.
1TLTVSHdn.
(?) X~Avs

Hp.

[X~AvsJ

I/II f3p~v(}vs Phid.
K6p(}vs Theoe.
aLKvs Ale.
KP~fLvS
?iKVVS

B2. feminine oxytona
(?) Atyvvs A.

(?)

v7J8vs

Hom.

Arist.
IV B.C.

pa1Tvs Speus.
? 5aTpvs Thphr.
Kaxpvs Cratin.
fLLTVS Arist.

B2. feminine oxytona
?Atyvvs (Tryph.)
?lgvs Hom.
? TJplis

V7J8vs Hom.
Ot~VS Hom.
1TA7J(}vSHom.
l(}vs Hom.

laxvs Hes.
?lAvs Choerob.
?axAvs Hom.

I/II fLa~vs Zos. Aleh.
KAEfLfLVS Ant.
lyvvs hMerc.

Lib.

JAWVES Pib.

AI.
A2.
BI.
B2.

BI. feminine barytona
? ifpvs II B.C.

mase. baryt.
mase. oxyt.
fern. baryt.
fern. oxyt.

(8plis)
(oq,plis)
(alis)
(oaq,lis)

Call.
Call.
Ar.
8EAq,vs Hp.
axvVS

fLauTvS
KaTTvs

I -tis

II -us

l/II

5-8
a
9-10
2?

a
1(+1)
I?
5-10 (+4)

4
I
7-9
8
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IAI.
oAoAvS The accent (Hdn. 2.938) shows short u.
{}pfJvvs Same remark.
utlJ'T}7TvsNic. Al. 533. Also utvams, ~! (The accent shows short u.)
Clp7Tvs Parth. Fr. 9 and Hsch. (Clp7TVV' lpwTa, AloA€ts). Proper name?
(There seems no reason to consider it feminine, as does CHANTRAINE;one
would have to read Jm(3au' "Ap7Tvs instead of -(3ds.)
V€KVS has short u, as I demonstrated in Glotta 51 (1973) 236-8.
uTCfxvS has long u only E. HF 5, short Call., A.R. But the accent of the
variant (LUTaXVS definitely points to short.
?(36TpVS (but fern. Nic. Al. 185) JLaKpwS 'ATTLKot, (3paX€WS "EAATjv€S Moiris
193, 10; evidence for short u Nann. D. 1,528, A .P. 5, 286, 6 (VI A.D.) (I
cannot find A.P. I, p. 41, cited in the Thesaurus). GUNNERSONgives only
CIG Ins. II, 781, but this (= IG XII, I, I, 781) appears to have long u
(III A.D.). I suppose occasional metrical lengthening, but we cannot be
sure.
IIAI.
V€KVS and uTCfxvs probably belong to IAI ; see there.
I/IIAI.
KavSvs Though it is nowhere explicitly stated, we have no evidence for
the quantity of the u.
(1i\vs No evidence. (Though Suidas says that Attic has aAVw for d.i\vw,
from which this word seems derived (CHANTR.Diet.), there seems no indication for ClAvs as give BUCK-PETERSEN.)
uK6AAvs. Hesychius' uKoAi\Vs will be a mistake.
oPV€S, an animal in Libya, only Hdt. 4, 192. Is it a Greek word? Cf.
opvg with the same meaning. LSJ give (36pv€s as a varia lectio, which I
cannot find.
IIA2.
The only word that belongs here is ampfJs (Theoc. 15,14), a hypocoristicon 'daddy'. For the accent Hdn. 2.936, 27.
I/IIA2.
aTTaKvs is a varia lectio in LXX Le. 11.22 for aTTaKTjS; this locust is
also called (LTTaKOS Aristeas 145, Ph. 1.85. I do not know how reliable the
form (and the accent) is.
BUCK-PETERSEN mention Sopogvs PTeb. 278, 4 (not Sopvgvs as LSJ
have). However, this is evidently a mistake for oopvg6s.
IBI.
KtKVS Short u is proven by the accent.
apKvs, in Attic Cl- according to Paus. Gr. Fr. 73.
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p.tp.apKVs; short u is shown by the accent.
yEVVS is generally assumed to have had short u, with occasional it m.c.
Note that Euripides has -VV in EI. 1215, but -i), in Phoen. 63.
ap.ap.agvs must have short u because of the accent.
a7"paq,agvs; same remark.
yfjpvs; same remark.
XEAvs has long u in hM ere. 24, 33 and 153. This has been considered
old on etymological grounds: RCS zely
PSlav. *zelit-. This is less important since FURNEE, Die wiehtigsten
konsonantisehen
Erseheinungen
des
Vorgrieeh.
(The Hague 1972), 247, has made probable that the word is
ultimately of Pre-Greek origin. In all other places the u is short: Bion
9.8, Call. hApollo 16, Oppianus H. 5, 404, Aratos 268. This is also the
opinion of Herodianus, I, 237 and 527. It seems, then, that the long u is
a metrical licence, as in the case of VEKVS, yEvvs. This was also suggested
by GUNNERSON,p. 56.

<

lIBr.
ifpvs is known only from an inscription from Lilybaeum, II B.C.
(KRETSCHMER,Glotta IS [I927J 306). (MapLa ~pvs aya8a parallel to ~pws
aya80s on another inscription.) That the u was long is of course theory
only, but a probable one. It may have been accented ~pfjs.
If we neglect this instance, only XEAvs was placed in this category, but
reasons have been adduced for this word to belong to IBI (see there).
l/lIBr.
f3pEv8vs only Phld. Vito p. 37J, which has f3pEv8vos.
K6p8vs. LSJ indicates short u, but there is no evidence; see Gowan
Theoc. la, 46.
UtKVS. Ale. Z 123 (LP) gives no evidence.
KPEP.VSArist., XPEP.VS Hsch. Probably Pre-Greek, FURNEE, Vorgr., 13r.
The word is not mentioned by FRISK and CHANTRAINE.See LSJ, who
compare Xp6p.Ls (with a v.I. XpEP.LS). FURNEE connects KA€p.p.us.
i'KVVS on a IV B.C. inscription from Cyrene (BUCK, Gr.Diall.,
no. lIS
§ 6), which, of course, has no accent. LSJ and BUCK accent the first
syllable, FRISK and CHANTRAINEthe last without argument; LSJ Supp!.
does not correct it. It must be based on Hp. Nat. Mul. 88, where as far
as I see i'yvvv is a conjecture for i'YV7Jv, i'yo7Jv of the manuscripts (I could
only consult ERMERINS 1862). We must conclude that both accent and
quantity of the u are unknown.
paq,vs Speusippos, paTrVS Glaukos according to Athen. 9.369b. The
quantity of the u is not known, but there seems no reason to assume that
it was long.
OU7"pVS; only Thphr. HP 3.10.3. FRISK gives -us as alternative, I don't
know on what basis.
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Kdxpvs LSJ indicate short
Vorgr.277·)
fL{TVS only Arist. HA 624a.

tl,

but I find no evidence. (See FURNEE,

IB2.
Atyvvs has short u S. Ant. II27 and Call. Fr. 228, 57Pf2, but a long one
Tryph. 332 (c. 300 A.D.). It seems probable, therefore, that it was
brought over to nB2 (thus GUNNERSON,p. 53). (Only in Call. t.c. is it
paroxytonon: it is either simply a mistake or an indication of the unstability of this group (IB2; it either went to nB2, AtyviJs, or to IBI,
Atyviis).)
V7JOVS According to Herodian I, 527 u was short only through metrical
licence. So it is generally stated that short u is secondary, but the facts
rather point to the opposite: short A. Ch. 757, E. Andr. 356, Cyct. 574,
Call. Diana 160; long AP 9, 519 (A1caeus the Messenian), Nic. At. 416,
Orph. L. 276. As Attic in other cases ({30TpVS, anfxvs) rather favours long
u, it is not probable that the consequent short is due to metrical licence.
On the other hand it is easy to understand that the word was brought
over to class nB2, as the better known oxytone feminines belong there.
nB2.
v7JOVS see IB2.
laxVs has short u only in Pi. N. II, 31; it is long A. Th. 1080, Ch. 721,
S. Aj. II8, Men. 449. Cf. {3oTpVS! It seems we must consider the short as a
licence.
hvs There is no evidence for short u, but for a long one the first testimony is Choerob. in Theod. 1.331 (IVjV A.D.). The long u in lAvas ep 318
is evidently metrical (it is short API. 4.230 (Leon) and A.R. 1.10) and
does not mean that the u (originally) was long. Short u would agree with
RCS ih.
axAvs is said (FRISK) to have short u later, but I can find no evidence
for it. It is long n. Y 421, Hes. Sc. 264, Kritias 4, 10 D. In Y 421, however, we have the verse final formula KaTd 0' O<PtJaAfLWVK'XVT' axAvs used
(with slight alteration) at the beginning of the verse. After the caesura a
consonant should have followed, but this did not happen. It might be,
then, a wrong use of a formula. (Note also that long word end is strongly
avoided in this place.) The Homeric licence might have been followed in
the other two instances. But we have no certainty. Short u would agree
with OPr. agto (n.) 'rain '.
AtyvVS see IB2.
19vs Homer only has verse final disyllabic 19vt € 231 = K 544. CHANTRAINEnotes -~os, which may be a mistake for -tos. (In Gr. Hom. 1.50
CHANTRAINE
points out that the datives in -VI are generally monosyllabic. As tJP~VVt (V'KVt) indicates, this does not prove that the u was long.)
Long u in nom. ace. sg. is based only on Choerob. in Theod. 1.331.
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~pUS see lIBr.
I/lIB2.
/ka~VS Zos. Alch. p. 2r6 B.
KA£/k/kVS Ant. Lib. 32, 2, Hsch.
lyvvs There is only an ace. lyllvlI Arist. HA 49438 (CHANTRAINE'StyvVII
must be a mistake).
€AtIlV£s Quantity of the u unknown.
dXllvs Only Call. Fr. anon. 79 (SCHNEIDER)dXIIVt.
/kaaTvS Only Call. Fr. ro Pf2 /kaaTvas.
KaT-rVS Though LSJ indicate long u, there is no evidence. (The Aristophanes 'fragment'
has no (metrical) context.) (The accentuation KaTTus
in Hesychius has been corrected into KaTTvs by LATTE.)
O£Ac/>VS LSJ, FRISK and CHANTRAINEdon't indicate length, which
mostly means that they consider it short. GUNNERSON56 thinks it is
long, but without argument. There is no evidence.
Conclusion. If we now return to the tabel given above, we can make
the following remarks.
Masculines had short u and were barytona. An exception is lx{}Vs
which was originally a root noun. 'A7Tc/>US is a hypocoristicon outside the
normal pattern. The doubtful cases may therefore safely be attributed to
IAr.
Feminine barytona with short u are frequent. With long u only XlAvs
was a candidate, but I think it is a doubtful one. Here again I think the
remaining cases belonged to IBr.
Feminine oxytona with long u are frequent. The interesting point is
whether there existed such with short u. I think we must keep open this
possibility. From the undecided cases O£Ac/>VS might belong here, and
dXAVS too may have had short u.
Finally we may give a survey of those words that have Indo-European
cognates. We get this picture (question-mark
before a word indicates
that it is not sure that it belongs to that group, behind a word that PIE
origin could be doubted) :
IAr
IA2
lEr

lE2

(}p-ryIlVS?
? IIlKvs

,

Y£IIVS
y-rypVS
tTVS?
? O£Ac/>VS

lIAr
lIA2 (lX{}VS)
lIBr

lIB2

7TA7){}VS (opus)
l{}vs ? (dc/>pus)
? l>..Vs? (aus)
? dXAVS?
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I assume that X'AVS is non-IE, see above. On 7TlTVS BENVENISTEmade
the same suggestion (not cited as such in FRISK or CHANTRAINE)
; d. also
FURNEE, Vorgr. 260.

3·
-TtJs,
The nouns in -TVS are often considered together, but this seems
not useful. Firstly, there are words of which it is not known whether
they have a suffix -tu-: e.g. in 7TlTVS, jLlTVS, jLOTTVS, OlKTVS the t might
belong to the root. Secondly, it should be recognized that the words cited
and a few more are probably of non-IE origin. Thirdly, the words cited
are barytona, as is i'TVS, which is generally considered IE. Fourthly, the
words mentioned are not action nouns as are most others; a notable
exception is KAtTlJS.
The most remarkable thing in the type f3PWTVS is its long u. However,
on closer inspection this quantity is not too safely established. The evidence comes exclusively from Homer. The only other words alleged to
give evidence on this point appear to be non-exist ant : *dlGTEVTVS Call.
hAp. 43 and *{h:AKTVV A.R. I, SIS. In Homer N 731 T 205 lJI 622 € 470,
7T 294 = T 13 and G 407 testify
for long u. However, in the first four
instances -TVS/V stands before the caesura (penthemimeris) ; 7T = T has it
before the trithemimeris. (In G it is the first word of the verse.) I would
not exclude the possibility that in these cases the verse was meant to
continue with a consonant. Note that in T 234 and 235 we have a noun
in -TVS/V at the penthemimeris followed by a consonant. It is known that
at the caesura often irregularities are found (at least originally due to
uncareful use of formulas; the words in -TVS do not occur in formulas,
except €07JTVOS). This suggestion finds some support in the fact that
KAITVS, which in € 470 has long u, has a short one in S. Tr. 271, Ant. II4S,
E. Hipp. 227. The fact that both Sophocles and Euripides, and Sophocles twice, use it short means that it can hardly be poetical licence.
The other Indo-European languages have action nouns with -tu-,
which are masculine, barytonon and have short u! GUNNERSON
46 thinks
the Greek accent is recent, while the gender may be partly old. RISCH,
Wortbild.2 40, supposes that Greek changed the gender as well. I agree
with GUNNERSONthat, once the words were feminine oxytona, a change
to long u, if they really had it, is easy to understand. But I think it is
difficult to understand the other two (preceding) changes. Therefore I am
inclined to suppose that some words had feminine gender already in
PIE, and that both accentuations occurred or that the words had an
accent shifting between root and suffix.
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4·
The dat. pI. -vaat. It is often suggested, e.g. CHANTRAINE, Gramm.
Hom. 1.222, that YEIIVaat A 416, 7T{Tvaat t 186, IIEKVaat "569 X 401
= 1jI 45 replace older -vat. I think that this is improbable for several
reasons.
First, there is no trace in Greek of -vat from words that had u followed
by laryngeal like d4>pfis.
Secondly, the three words concerned never had long u (see above), so
that it is not to be reconstructed here.
Thirdly, one would like to know why -vat would have been replaced by
-vaat.
If we try to find the origin of -vaat, it appears that there is no
reason to assume a basic form in -vat. The ending -vaat can be understood as an artificial creation of the epic language. In one instance it
seems that we can see this before our eyes. A 416 has final !-'€Ta yva!-,7TTfjat yEIIVaatll, which seems built on A 669 Q 359 " 394 II 398, 430 4> 283
verse final JilL Ylla!-'7TTo'iat !-'E"Wat. Of course, I don't say that the form
originated here. It might have first happened in some similar situation
(e.g. ,\ 569 8€!-'taT€VOIITa IImvaat for *-WII IIEKVWat ?).
It is remarkable that we find both formulas in A (416-669), while the
formula with !-,E"Wat and the forms in -vaat do further occur only in the
Odyssey (the !-,E"wat formula - slightly less well suited - also in Q,
which often has Odyssean expressions). It may be, then, that -vaat originated in the line of tradition in which the Odyssey stood.
It seems, then, that -vaat is an artificial creation of the epic language,
not replacing an older -vat (at least not in the words from which we find
it).
Oegstgeest, The Netherlands.
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